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Astroparticle Physics:
Status of current research  [theory]



1.  DARK MATTER

2. Sources of  
    High Energy Particles
    



    

    

 Cold Dark Matter
 Cornelia Parker. (Tate Gallery, London)

 What is the nature 
 of the Dark Matter ?



Annihilation  cross section
Determines the
“relic  abundance”

Concept of thermal relic    [WIMP] :



“Relic abundance”  estimate in standard Cosmology
                               (simplest  treatment)

 Connection with 
 Weak  (Fermi) scale ?!
 [and perhaps supersymmetry] 

 The “WIMP's Miracle” ?



DM in the Milky Way sun

 Density distribution
 determined by   
 Rotation  velocity measurements

“Cusp” at GC
 derived by N-body simulations



Power generated by DM annihilations in the Milky Way halo

 small  efect 
 of “Cusp” on
 total luminosity

[Majorana particle]



PAMELA 
“anomalous positron abundance”
E = [3 - 100 GeV] 



Result confrmed by FERMI ! (and extended to 200 GeV)
[using the Earth  magnetic feld to separate e- and e+]
{Hypothesis of systematic efect much less likely...} 

Existence of a “new, hard  source of positrons”
is a robust conclusion (very broad consensus).



 Very likely the “new source” 
 is approximately equal for e- and e+
 and visible also  in the (e- + e+) spectrum.
This allows to extend the  observations to higher  energy
(with FERMI + HESS)

 New source
 energy spectrum 
 extends up to
 (and not beyond)
 1 TeV.



Can the PAMELA “positron excess”
Be explained by Dark Matter annihilation?

....  yes, .... but not “naturally” ....

  [No anti-proton excess!]

  [very large             required]
      

Minimum model: 1. Mass of DM particle  

2. Annihilation cross section

  Annihilation channels 

  DM density distribution

+ CR propagation  in MW moeli



 P. Meade, M. Papucci, A. Strumia, and T. Volansky, 
 Nucl. Phys. B831, 178 (2010),



Cirelli, Panci, Serpico
[2010]

Region that explains the PAMELA positron anomaly

 FERMI +
 HESS

NWF



GAMMA  astronomy   experimental study of the
hypothesis that the DM is made of Thermal Relics.

1.  Energy Spectrum  signatures

2.  Angular distribution signatures 

Goal  B:  Verify/Falsify  the  hypothesis  that   the 
               “Pamela anomaly”  is due to WIMP annihilation

Goal A:  Verify/Falsify the hypothesis that the DM is 
              made of WIMP's 



Pamela anomaly:

The positron emission MUST be accompanied by  
a signifcant emission of photons.

[No “ad hoc hypothesis”   
  such as “leptophilic, photon-hating”  DM   is possible.....]

Positrons (and electrons)  generate
Gamma rays  by Inverse Compton scattering on the
Radiation  felds of the Milky Way.

Photon emission by radiative corrections
(at level of   1%)
during  annihilation 









“Wild at Heart” the Galactic center!





Infalling gas
from the disruption of a  star.

Gas will reach the BH horizon
In 2013 





HESS observations
of Galactic Center
 Sgr A*



 Chernyakova et al 2010.
 [Fermi source coincident with  Sgr A*]



The 
 
   “FERMI  BUBBLES”

“hidden in plain sight (!)”



Scientifc American news.   Title:
Hidden in Plain Sight: Researchers Find Galaxy-Scale 
Bubbles Extending from the Milky Way





Artist's view of the “Fermi bubbles”











Are the  jets real ? 

Why are the jets inclined ? 
[are we seeing the direction of the BH rotation axis?]

What is the nature of the bubbles + jets emission?

What is happening  (or what – and when - happened)
at the GC ?

Are we missing something important  for the
understanding of the Milky Way  structure
And magnetic confnement properties ?

Many questions ?



Galactic 
Cosmic Ray
Halo

Smaller CR  density
In the  LMC and SMC













Description  reasonably succcessful.
But several ambiguities and open problems  remain.



Limits of DM from gamma rays: FERMI, HESS, MAGIC







The limit of the gamma  ray  observations are
In serious tension  with the DM  interpretations
Of the PAMELA  anomaly.

and start to explore the “orthodox  range”
of  annihilation cross sections.



The limit of the gamma  ray  observations are
In serious tension  with the DM  interpretations
Of the PAMELA  anomaly.

and start to explore the “orthodox  range”
of  annihilation cross sections.

What about the PAMELA anomaly then....

Pulsars  ?
 Other acceleration sites ?



Warning !

  Controversial results ahead .....



Claims of detection of lines in the FERMI data.......



Determine
angular region
to optimize
signal/noise

 Region depends
 on assumptions
 about
 DM distribution



Best motivated models
NFW, Einasto

Line at 130 GeV ???







Einasto

NFW



Is this credible ?

Is this real ?

Is this compatible with FERMI limits ?

Can this  this have  something to do with the 
Pamela positron anomaly ?    [very  difcult]





New Independent claim of  
(essentially) same  efect



2 lines !??

Inclined photons
(better energy
 resolution)



5.0 sigmas
3.7  sigmas
 “with trials factors”

Power
Of line emitter
Near GC.



.... Madamina il catalogo e' questo ....



2FGL

2nd  FERMI
Catalog

24 months 
of observations

1873 sources



TEV  SKY  





575   (31%)



PULSARS 

CRAB  Nebula

Proposed as  possible
Accelerators of e+ e-



VELA              89.3 ms
GEMINGA      237  
CRAB               33
1706-44         102
1055-52         197

EGRET  Pulsars

108  well identifed  Pulsars
         Mechanism understood ?
         Very large variation in the fraction  of  
         Spin Down Energy going into gamma Rays

 
3 PWN 



VELA



VELA Energy Spectrum    [characteristic shape
                                            For Pulsars]



The CRAB  Nebula
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1 minute = 0.58 pc
 =  1.8 * 1018  cm 



CRAB  Nebula  Energy Spectrum

SSC  (Self Synchrotron Coompton)  model emission 

Synchrotron Radiation
Inverse Compton
 Scattering



AGILE discover of faring of the CRAB

2sep – 8 oct 2010

27sep – 12 oct 2007
[discovery “in the drawer”

 



2012 Bruno ROSSI Prize

To Marco Tavani and the AGILE team 



CRAB  NEBULA      Flaring  [!]



April 2011
CRAB fare



Identifcation of the Astrophysical Sources 
of COSMIC RAYS.

The “SNR paradigm” 
for galactic Cosmic Rays

Debate about the acceleration  sites of 
UHECR  (Ultra High  Energy Cosmic Rays).

Candidate sites:
AGN's
GRB's  



“Fireball”  of an
  Supernova explosion 
  

Interstellar 
Gas
 

Strong Shock

Fermi 1st order
acceleration

SNR



CAS A
(1667)

The SuperNova “Paradigm”  for CR acceleration

● ENERGETICS

● DYNAMICS  [Difusive Shock acceleration]

Powering the  galactic
Cosmic Rays



Power Provided   by SN  is  sufcient
 with a conversion efciency of   15-20 %
 in relativistic  particles



Comparison  with ROSAT  observation

 HESS  Telescope 

Observations   with TeV  photons 
 SuperNova RX J1713.7-3946



 astro-ph/1103.5727.  
 29th march 2011

Favors  
leptonic interpretation.



From  FERMI:



Luminosity (E >100 MeV)  versus star formation rate (SFR).
Dashed line:  Linear relation  
Solid line :  Power law best ft



  ACTIVE  GALACTIC  NUCLEI





Mk 501



GAMMA  RAY  BURSTS  (GRB's) 

Proposed source
Of the CR
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  Z = 9.38

  9.06  < z < 9.52  (90 % C.L)



Hubble Ultra Deep Field  HUD09   
Galaxy at z≈ 10

… Galaxy beat GRB's ... 



The  frst stars...







Γ  > 100

GRB : associated with a subset 
of  SN Stellar Gravitational Collapse





Final  Remarks

  The “Dark Matter problem”  is one of the deepest
  and most fundamental  questions in physics.

  The “WIMP”  (thermal  relic)  paradigm
  can be explored in depth   with a “3-roads”  approach
  [LHC/Direct/Indirect methods].
  [Perhaps Nature  is more “subtle”
 “Dark Matter”  could  be something else 
  (Axions,  super-massive  particles, …)
  We should also be ready for  alternative  paradigms.]

  The eforts to  understand  the objects and 
  the mechanisms that generate  high energy relativistic   
  particles  in our Galaxy  and in the universe
  form a vibrant feld with continuous
  surprises and new discoveries.
  [Multi-Messenger  studies are  essential]
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